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Chapter 4

Dimensional Reduction

In the previous chapters we have learned that the most promising candidates for quantum
gravity are M- and string theory. It is of interest to investigate which four-dimensional ef-
fective descriptions can be obtained from these ten- and eleven-dimensional theories. As
a first step, in this chapter we will discuss the techniques of extracting different effective
descriptions from a higher-dimensional field theory.

4.1 Introduction

Scalar Field and Kaluza-Klein States

Consider a complex scalar field1 φ̂ in D̂ dimensions, depending on the coordinatesxµ̂ =
(xµ, z). One can expand the dependence on one of the coordinates via the Fourier decompo-
sition:

φ̂(x, z) =
∫

dkeikzφk(x) , (4.1)

in terms of componentsφk with momentumk. If, in addition, thez direction is taken to be
compact of length2πR and we impose the boundary conditionφ̂(x, 0) = φ̂(x, 2πR), the
integral becomes the sum

φ̂(x, z) =
∑

n

einz/Rφn(x) , (4.2)

over a discrete spectrum of fieldsφn with momentumk = n/R in the compact direction.

1For our conventions concerning dimensional reduction, see appendix A.
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Suppose the complex scalarφ̂ is subject to the Klein-Gordon equation̂¤φ̂ = 0 where
¤̂ = ∂µ∂µ + ∂z∂

z. Upon inserting the Fourier transform in this equation, one obtains
separate equations for components with different momentum:

¤φk − k2φk = ¤φn − (n/R)2φn = 0 , (4.3)

where¤ = ∂µ∂µ. This is the equation for a scalar of (mass)2 k2 or (n/R)2. Thus a massless
scalar inD̂ dimensions splits up in an infinite number of scalar fields inD = D̂ − 1 dimen-
sions. In the context of dimensional reduction, these are called Kaluza-Klein states. Only
one of these (the componentφ0) is massless, while the other ones are massive. The spectrum
of Kaluza-Klein states is continuous for a non-compact internal direction and discrete forz
compact. The latter spectrum therefore has a mass gap, which is an important ingredient
when considering compactifications.

Consistency of Truncations

The fact that one obtains separate equations for the different Fourier components lies at the
heart of dimensional reduction. First one expresses a higher-dimensional field in an infinite
tower of lower-dimensional fields by expanding the dependence on the internal coordinates
into harmonics on the internal manifold. Next, one observes that one can consistently truncate
to a finite number of fields and set the rest of the spectrum equal to zero. Here, a consistent
truncation refers to the origin in the higher-dimensional theory: every lower-dimensional
solution should uplift to a higher-dimensional one.

Usually, one truncates to only the massless sector for the following reason. In dimensional
reduction the masses are inversely proportional to the size of the internal manifold (as can
be seen on dimensional grounds and in the example (4.3)). Since we live in an effectively
four-dimensional world, any internal directions must be very small. But this means that the
mass of states with non-zero momentum becomes very large. Therefore, these modes are too
massive to be physically interesting and are usually discarded. In the above example, this
would correspond to keeping onlyφ0 and truncating the other components.

Note however that one does not need to take a very small size of the internal manifold for
the massive modes to decouple; in many cases it is always a consistent truncation to retain
only the massless modes, irrespective of whether the internal manifold is small or large or
indeed, whether it is compact or non-compact. Again, the scalar field serves as an example:
the Klein-Gordon equation for̂φ splits up in many lower-dimensional equations, which are all
solved by¤φ0 = 0 andφk = 0 (in the non-compact case) orφn = 0 (in the compact case).
Thus any solution to the equation forφ0 will also solve the higher-dimensional Klein-Gordon
equation forφ̂.

Another important point is that the lower-dimensional degrees of freedom are not always
massless. In such cases, the Fourier expansion of a field over the internal manifold does not
comprise any massless fields. A consistent truncation then only keeps the lightest modes
of a field. The set of lower-dimensional fields then do not have the same mass: some may
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be massless (such as gravity and gauge vectors) while others are massive (such as scalars).
In the above discussion of consistent truncation, this corresponds to replacing massless with
lightest.

In the reduction procedures that we consider in this chapter, the number of degrees of
freedom is unchanged by the dimensional reduction: every higher-dimensional degree of
freedom corresponds, after the expansion and truncation, to one lower-dimensional degree
of freedom. These lower-dimensional fields fall in multiplets of the isometry group of the
internal manifold. In particular, when expanding a theory including gravity over a manifold
with isometry groupG, one expects non-Abelian gauge vectors ofG to be among the massless
lower-dimensional modes, see e.g. [120]. This will be an essential feature in sections 4.4 and
4.5.

Thus dimensional reduction consists of an expansion over an internal manifold and a
subsequent truncation to the lightest subsector. However, this is usually not what is done
in practice. Rather, a reduction Ansatz is constructed, relating higher-dimensional fields to
a set of lower-dimensional fields. This is the result of the expansion and truncation: the
lower-dimensional fields are the lightest modes of the expansion. Dimensional reduction
then consists of substituting the reduction Ansatz in the field equations or Lagrangian. In
many cases the reduction Ansatz contains a certain dependence on the internal coordinates.
To be able to interpret the resulting equations as a lower-dimensional theory, this dependence
should cancel at the end of the day. This requirement is equivalent to the consistency of
truncations to the finite number of lower-dimensional fields.

In this chapter we will consider toroidal and twisted reductions and reductions over group
and coset manifolds, all of which are consistent reductions. In the case of toroidal reduc-
tion, the reduction Ansatz is taken independent of the internal coordinateszm. Toroidal
reduction is therefore obviously consistent. The other three reductions require a certainzm-
dependence. For reductions with a twist and over a group manifold, the cancellation of the
internal coordinate dependence is guaranteed on group-theoretical grounds, as will be ex-
plained in sections 4.3 and 4.4. In the remaining reduction over a coset manifold this cancel-
lation is quite miraculous and poorly understood; it has been proven only in a small number
of cases, see section 4.5. Examples of reductions whose consistency (in the above sense) has
not been proven are Calabi-Yau compactifications2, which we will not consider.

4.2 Toroidal Reduction

In this section we will consider the reduction Ansätze for toroidal reduction of gravity, gauge
potentials and fermions. As indicated above, for reduction over a torus one does not include
dependence on the internal coordinates and thus its consistency is guaranteed. More infor-
mation can be found in e.g. [81].

2The metric of Calabi-Yau spaces are not known in full generality so explicit reduction Ansätze are not available.
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Gravity on a Circle

We will now consider the reduction of gravity in̂D dimensions over a circle toD = D̂ − 1
dimensions. To this end, the coordinates are split up according toxµ̂ = (xµ, z). We will use
the following choice for the decomposition of̂D-dimensional gravity intoD-dimensional
fields:

d̂s
2

= e2αφds2 + e2βφ(dz + Aµdxµ)2 , (4.4)

i.e. gravity decomposes into a lower-dimensional gravity plus a vectorAµ and a scalarφ. The
constantsα andβ are in principle arbitrary. This Ansatz gives rise to a lower-dimensional
theory with the Lagrangian

L =
√
−ĝR̂ =

√−g[R− 1
2 (∂φ)2 − 1

2 2!e
2(β−α)φF 2] , (4.5)

with F = dA. Here we have chosen the constants to the values

α2 =
1

2(D − 1)(D − 2)
, β = −(D − 2)α , (4.6)

to obtain the lower-dimensional Lagrangian in the conventional form (4.5), i.e. without dila-
ton coupling for the Ricci scalar and with the factor1

2 in the dilaton kinetic term. Note
that this a system of the form that was considered in section 3.4 on brane solutions3, with
parameter∆ as defined in (3.34) equal to4 for all dimensionsD.

The appearance of the Maxwell kinetic term was the reason for Kaluza [12] and Klein [13]
to consider such dimensional reductions: it seemed possible to unify gravity and electromag-
netism in 4D by the introduction of a fifth coordinate. Note however that there is also an
extra scalar, which can not be simply set equal to zero: this would be inconsistent with the
higher-dimensional field equations. Often these extra fields are called the Kaluza-Klein scalar
and vector. Also, the general procedure of obtaining a lower-dimensional description from
a higher-dimensional theory is sometimes called Kaluza-Klein theory. We will not use this
terminology, however, since we need to make a distinction between the different possibilities
within Kaluza-Klein theory.

One can understand the lower-dimensional symmetries of the Lagrangian (4.5) by consid-
ering its higher-dimensional origin. In particular, thêD-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action
is invariant under general coordinate transformations

δxµ̂ = −ξ̂µ̂ , ⇒ δĝµ̂ν̂ = ξ̂ρ̂∂ρ̂ĝµ̂ν̂ + ĝρ̂ν̂∂µ̂ξ̂ρ̂ + ĝµ̂ρ̂∂ν̂ ξ̂ρ̂ . (4.7)

In general, such a transformation will not preserve the form of the reduction Ansatz (4.4),
i.e. the resulting metric will not be expressible as (4.4) with transformed fields. The Ansatz

3The corresponding electric and magnetic brane solutions will uplift to the gravitational wave and Kaluza-Klein
monopole inD̂ dimensions, respectively, as also seen in figure 3.2.
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will only transform covariantly under transformations with specific parameters. Such Ansatz-
preserving transformations and their effect on the lower-dimensional fields are the following:

δxµ = −ξµ(x) , ⇒





δgµν = ξρ∂ρgµν + gρν∂µξρ + gµρ∂νξρ ,

δAµ = ξρ∂ρAµ + Aρ∂µξρ ,

δφ = ξρ∂ρφ ,

δz = −λ(x) , ⇒
{

δAµ = ∂µλ ,

δz = −cz , ⇒





δgµν = −2αcgµν/β ,

δAµ = −cAµ ,

δφ = c/β .

(4.8)

These can respectively be understood asD-dimensional general coordinate transformations,
U(1) gauge transformations and a global scale symmetry.

The latter can be integrated to give a finite, rather than infinitesimal, transformation. In
addition one has the higher-dimensional trombone symmetryĝµ̂ν̂ → λ2ĝµ̂ν̂ , which also re-
duces to a finite scale symmetry of the lower-dimensional theory. One can construct linear
combinations of these symmetries to obtain the following transformations

gµν → λ1
2gµν , Aµ → λ1Aµ , (4.9)

whereλ1 ∈ R+. This is the lower-dimensional trombone symmetry (with coefficients as
explained in section 3.2), which scales all terms in the Lagrangian with the same factor, and
is only a symmetry of the field equations. The other combination reads

Aµ → λ2
α−βAµ , eφ → λ2e

φ , (4.10)

also withλ2 ∈ R+. This corresponds to the only scale symmetry of the Lagrangian. Indeed,
this explains the twoR+ symmetries of IIA supergravity: they stem from combinations of
the 11D trombone symmetry and internal coordinate transformations.

Gravity on a Torus

The reduction of gravity over a torusTn can be seen as successive reductions overn circles.
The reduction Ansatz of̂D-dimensional gravity over ann-torus toD = D̂ − n dimensions
reads (with a coordinate splitxµ̂ = (xµ, zm) wherem = 1, . . . , n)

d̂s
2

= e2αφds2 + e2βφMmn(dzm + Am
µ dxµ)(dzn + An

µdxµ) . (4.11)

The lower-dimensional field strength is a generalisation of the result of a torus reduction:
in addition to gravity one findsn vectorsAm

µ , a dilatonφ and a scalar matrixMmn which
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parameterises a cosetSL(n,R)/SO(n) (see section 3.3 for scalar cosets). The latter corre-
sponds ton− 1 dilatons and12n(n− 1) axions. Again, one can obtain the lower-dimensional
Lagrangian by a reduction of the Einstein Hilbert term:

L =
√
−ĝR̂ =

√−g[R− 1
2 (∂φ)2 + 1

4Tr(∂M∂M−1)− 1
2 2!e

2(β−α)φMmnFmFn] ,
(4.12)

with Fm = dAm. The convenient values forα andβ now read

α2 =
n

2(D + n− 2)(D − 2)
, β = − (D − 2)α

n
, (4.13)

yielding the Lagrangian in the conventional form (4.12).
As in the reduction over the circle, one can wonder which general coordinate transfor-

mations (4.7) preserve the form of the reduction Ansatz and induce a lower-dimensional
transformation. For the torus reduction (4.11) these turn out to be

ξ̂µ = ξµ(x) , ξ̂m = λm(x) + Λm
nzn . (4.14)

These can respectively be understood asD-dimensional general coordinate transformations,
U(1)n gauge transformations and a globalGL(n,R) symmetry. As in the torus case, the
global transformations can be integrated to finite transformations, where it is convenient to
use a split intoSL(n,R) andR+. The former acts in the obvious way on theSL(n,R)
indices while the latter can again be combined with the reduced trombone symmetry to yield
the lower-dimensional trombone symmetry and the dilaton scale symmetry (formulae (4.9)
and (4.10) with an extram index forAµ). Thus, in comparison with the circle case, the new
features of then-torus reduction are then Abelian gauge symmetries and the globalSL(n,R)
symmetry.

Inclusion of Gauge Potentials

We will now consider the reduction of a gauge potential of rankd over a circle. The dynamics
of the higher-dimensional potential̂C(d), coupled to gravity and possibly a dilaton̂ϕ, is
determined by

L =
√
−ĝ[− 1

2 (∂ϕ̂)2 − 1
2eaϕ̂Ĝ(d+1) · Ĝ(d+1)] . (4.15)

with Ĝ(d+1) = dĈ(d), where we have included the dilaton kinetic term. The parametera
characterises the dilaton coupling. For gravity we will take the reduction Ansatz (4.4) while
the rest of the reduction Ansatz reads

Ĉ(d) = C(d) + (dz + A)∧C(d−1) , ϕ̂ = ϕ . (4.16)
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whereA is the Kaluza-Klein vector field of the gravity Ansatz (4.4). The resulting Lagrangian
is described by

L =
√−g[− 1

2 (∂ϕ)2 − 1
2eaϕ−2dαφG(d+1) ·G(d+1) − 1

2eaϕ+2(D−d−1)αφG(d) ·G(d)] ,
(4.17)

with field strengthsG(d+1) = dC(d) +F∧C(d−1) andG(d) = dC(d−1). Note that∆, defined
in (3.34), is preserved under the operation of dimensional reduction; the value associated to
Ĝ(d+1) is also found for bothG(d+1) andG(d):

∆ = a2 +
2d(D̂ − d− 2)

D̂ − 2
,

= a2 + (2dα)2 +
2d(D − d− 2)

D − 2
,

= a2 + (2(D − d− 1)α)2 +
2(d− 1)(D − d− 1)

D − 2
. (4.18)

Indeed, this corresponds to the statement from section 3.4 that the parameter∆ is invariant
under toroidal reduction.

The reduction of ad-form gauge potential over a circle can be performed a number of
times. This corresponds to the reduction over a torus. We will not discuss the explicit Ansatz
here since it follows from (4.16) but clearly there are general formulae for the reduction of
a gauge potential over a torus, similar to (4.11). However, it is useful to know the resulting
field content. From subsequent applications of (4.16) it can be seen that the reduction of a
d-form over ann-torus gives rise to an amount of

(
n

d− d̃

)
, where d− n ≤ d̃ ≤ d , (4.19)

forms of rankd̃. For example, reduction of a2-form over a2-torus gives rise to a2-form, two
vectors and a scalar.

Upon reduction over a torus, the gauge symmetryδĈ(d) = dλ̂(d−1) splits up in different
lower-dimensional gauge transformations, corresponding to the differentd̃-form potentials.
In the case of a circle, for example, the gauge transformations that act covariantly on the
lower-dimensional potentials are

λ̂(d−1) = λ(d−1) + (dz + A)∧λ(d−2) , (4.20)

whereA is the Kaluza-Klein vector. The gauge parametersλ(d−1) andλ(d−2) correspond to
the potentialsC(d) andC(d−1), respectively.

In addition, the higher-dimensional Lagrangian is of course invariant under the general
coordinate transformations (4.7). As in the case of gravity, the reduction Ansatz for gauge
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potentials over a torus is only covariant for the restricted transformations (4.14). The lower-
dimensional potentials transform in the usual way under the lower-dimensional coordinate
transformations and they can also be assigned a weight under the global scale symmetries.
Moreover, thed̃-form potentials, the number of which is given by (4.19), form linear repre-
sentations of the globalSL(n,R) symmetry.

Global Symmetry Enhancement

However, this is not the full story of gravity and gauge potentials on tori. It turns out that, in
special cases, one obtains a larger symmetry group than theSL(n,R) whose appearance was
guaranteed by the higher-dimensional coordinate transformations. An obvious example is
provided by the Lagrangian (4.5), which is the reduction of the Einstein-Hilbert action over a
circle. Reduction of (4.5) over ann-torus will lead to the global symmetrySL(n+1,R) rather
thanSL(n,R). In this case one can understand the symmetry enhancement by the higher-
dimensional origin of (4.5). However, there are also examples where such an explanation is
not available.

As an example, consider the bosonic string, whose low-energy limit was given in (2.11).
It consists of gravity, a dilaton and a rank-two gauge potential. After appropriate field re-
definitions, the action takes the canonical form (3.33) of the gravity-dilaton-potential system
of section 3.4, with a dilaton coupling corresponding to∆ = 4. Upon reduction over an
n-torus, it turns out that the global symmetry group is enhanced fromSL(n,R) to SO(n, n),
see e.g. [66]. In addition, the scalar coset is enhanced as well:

SL(n,R)
SO(n)

⇒ SO(n, n)
SO(n)× SO(n)

. (4.21)

For this to be possible, there is a conspiracy between the scalars coming from the metric
(giving rise to the smaller coset) and those coming from the two-form, together giving rise to
the larger coset.

Another example is provided by the reduction of (the bosonic sector of) eleven-dimensional
supergravity, whose symmetry groups are given in table 3.4. Again, the symmetry groups
and scalar cosets are larger than the naiveSL(n,R). In this case this requires a collaboration
between the scalars coming from the metric and those coming from the three-from gauge
potential. Although often appearing in the low-energy limits of string or M-theory, it should
be stressed that such symmetry enhancement is a miraculous phenomenon and strongly de-
pendent on the details of interactions.

Fermionic Sector

If one wants to dimensionally reduce a supergravity theory, clearly a recipe is required for
the fermionic sector. Since this is rather strongly dependent on the dimensions of the higher-
and lower-dimensional theories, we will not present explicit formulae but only discuss the
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conceptual aspects. In the explicit reduction of supergravities that we will perform later, such
explicit formulae are given while in this chapter however, we will mainly consider the bosonic
part. For more detail see e.g. [81,120].

The essential idea in fermionic dimensional reduction is to split up the spinors as a ten-
sor product of spinors in the lower-dimensional space and the internal space. For toroidal
reduction, the internal spinors are taken constant. Thus, the reduction Ansatz for a dilatino
sketchily reads

λ̂ =
∑

i

λi ⊗ ηi , (4.22)

whereλi are the lower-dimensional spinors andηi the internal spinors. The range ofi is equal
to the number of independent spin-1/2 components on the internal manifold and therefore
strongly depends on̂D−D. This range corresponds to the quotient of the degrees of freedom
of the minimal spinors in the higher- and lower-dimensional theory. For example, reducing
over a seven-torus, the32-component minimal spinor̂λ splits up in4-component minimal
spinorsλi and thereforei ranges from1 to 8. This corresponds for example to the reduction
of N = 1 supergravity in 11D toN = 8 supergravity in 4D over the seven-torus, which
indeed allows for eight constant internal spinors.

In the case of spin-3/2 fermions, i.e. if the fermions are carrying a space-time index as
well, the procedure is a combination of the bosonic and fermionic Ansätze. Both spinorial
and space-time indices are split up into the lower-dimensional ranges:

ψ̂µ =
∑

i

ψi
µ ⊗ ηi , ψ̂m =

∑

j

λj ⊗ ηj
m , (4.23)

whereηi andηj
m are constant fermions on the internal space of spin 1/2 and 3/2, respectively.

Thus the resulting fermions are the gravitiniψi
µ and the dilatiniλj .

We will indicate the changes in the fermionic Ansätze in the upcoming cases of twisted
reduction and reductions over group manifolds.

4.3 Reduction with a Twist

We will now discuss a generalisation of toroidal reduction, leading to a different lower-
dimensional description including e.g. a scalar potential. This generalisation is possible
whenever the higher-dimensional theory contains a global symmetry [38].

Boundary Conditions and Twisted Expansions

In section 4.1 we considered the expansion of a complex scalar field over an internal dimen-
sion under the assumption̂φ(x, 2πR) = φ̂(x, 0), i.e. a periodic boundary condition. One can
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also impose the generalised boundary condition

φ̂(x, 2πR) = e2πimRφ̂(x, 0) , (4.24)

for some constantm. We will call this the twisted boundary condition, giving rise to reduction
with a twist. It leads to the expansion

φ̂(x, z) =
∑

n

ei(m+n/R)zφn(x) , (4.25)

with a discrete spectrum of fieldsφn. Note that this twisted expansion is invariant under the
transformation

m → m + 1/R , φn → φn+1 . (4.26)

For this reason one can always take|m| ≤ 1
2/R without loss of generality. Substitution into

the Klein-Gordon equation yields

¤φn − (m + n/R)2φn = 0 . (4.27)

Again, the higher-dimensional equation decouples into separate equations for all components
φn of (mass)2 (m + n/R)2.

Again, we would like to truncate to the sector with the lowest mass; to which component
φn this corresponds to is determined by the parameterm. Adhering to the above convention
of taking |m| ≤ 1

2/R, the lowest sector corresponds to the componentφ0, as in the massless
case. Note however that the lower-dimensional description is different; the periodic boundary
condition gave rise to a massless scalar while the twisted boundary condition leads to a scalar
of (mass)2 m2. However, both reductions are consistent: the field equations forφn with
n 6= 0 are satisfied and, equivalently, the dependence on the internal coordinatez has dropped
out.

Note that one can takem = n/R, leaving the above convention, and truncate consistently
to the componentφ0. However, this does not correspond to the lightest mode. Indeed, due to
the above symmetry (4.26), this corresponds to a toroidal reduction with expansion (4.2) and
subsequent truncation to a heavier mode. The ambiguity in the lower-dimensional description
(i.e. a massless or massive scalar) stems from the possibility to consistently truncate the
Kaluza-Klein tower (4.2) in infinitely many ways.

Global Symmetries and Monodromy

One can extend the generalised boundary condition (4.24) forU(1) to other groups if the
theory is invariant under a global symmetry groupG. Consider a set of fieldŝφ, which we
take to be scalars for concreteness but the discussion can easily be extended to other fields.
The fieldsφ̂ are taken to transform linearly under a global transformation:φ̂ → gφ̂ with
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g ∈ G, where we suppress group indices. This allows us to impose a more general twisted
boundary condition:

φ̂(x, 2πR) = M(g)φ̂(x, 0) . (4.28)

Upon traversing the circle, the fields come back to themselves up to a symmetry transfor-
mation: this transformation is called the monodromy. This boundary condition leads to the
twisted reduction Ansatz (i.e. expansion and truncation to the lightest modes)

φ̂(x, z) = g(z)φ(x) , ⇒ M(g) = g(z = 2πR)g(z = 0)−1 , (4.29)

with an elementg(z) ∈ G which depends onz. This is the generalisation to arbitrary groups
G of theU(1) twisted Ansatz (4.25) withφn 6=0 = 0. For general groupsG, the elementg(z)
has to satisfy a consistency criterium: the combination

C = g(z)−1∂zg(z) . (4.30)

must be a constant, which is required by the cancellation of thez-coordinate in the lower-
dimensional field equations and thus ensures consistency of the truncation to the lightest
modesφ. Clearly, it can be solved by thez-dependence

g(z) = exp(Cz) , with M = exp(2πRC) . (4.31)

Thus the constantsC constitute an element of the Lie algebra ofG. It determines which
linear combination of the generators ofG is employed in the twisted reduction.

This reduction Ansatz brings one from the higher-dimensional massless Klein-Gordon
equations to lower-dimensional massive Klein-Gordon equations:

¤̂φ̂ = 0 ⇒ ¤φ + C2φ = 0 . (4.32)

For this reason, the matrixC is usually called the mass matrix. The eigenvalues ofC2 are
related to the (masses)2 of the fieldsφ: negative eigenvalues correspond to positive (masses)2

and vice versa. This depends on the compactness of the subgroups ofG generated byC.
Note that the symmetryG is generically broken upon twisted reduction: elements ofG

do not preserve the field equations but rather transform the mass matrix by

C → g−1Cg . (4.33)

Only transformations for which the two mass matricesC andg−1Cg are equal preserve the
lower-dimensional field equations. This is in general only met by group elements of the
form as employed in the twisted reduction, i.e. of the form exp(λC). Note thatG is always
preserved forC = 0, i.e. under toroidal reduction.

A special case consists of a mass matrixC 6= 0 that gives rise to a trivial monodromy
M = I. This is possible whenG contains a compact subgroup and is the equivalent of
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the choicem = 1/R considered in the previous subsection: it corresponds to an expansion
without twist (yielding trivial monodromy) which is truncated to a massive mode (giving rise
to the mass matrix), rather than the massless mode [121]. This situation will be encountered
in section 5.3.

In this toy example, the groupG plays a central role. IfG is not a symmetry of the
theory, the reduction will not be consistent: one will (generally) not find cancellation of all
z-dependence in the lower-dimensional field equations. Thus, the existence ofG allows for
the twisted reduction Ansatz, as was first recognised by Scherk and Schwarz4 [38].

Another important point is the fact thatG is only a global symmetry in the higher-
dimensional theory. It is impossible to perform twisted reductions of this kind with local
symmetries, as can easily be seen from our toy example. Suppose that the higher-dimensional
theory had a local symmetryG. Then the group elementg(z) in the reduction Ansatz
φ̂(x, z) = g(z)φ(x) can be brought to the left-hand side, where it acts onφ̂. But this is
just a symmetry transformation, which leaves the higher-dimensional theory invariant. Thus
the reduction Ansätzêφ(x, z) = φ(x) andφ̂(x, z) = g(z)φ(x) will give the same result, a
massless lower-dimensional theory, ifg ∈ G is a local symmetry acting on̂φ.

Gravity and Gaugings

We would like to apply our twisted reductions to supergravity in chapter 5. For this reason it
is imperative to include gravity, which will bring in a number of new features.

A useful subsector of supergravities to consider consists of only gravity and the scalars.
As in all maximal supergravities, the scalars parameterise a cosetG/H, denoted byM . Ex-
amples ofG andH are given in table 3.4. The Lagrangian reads

L̂ =
√
−ĝ[R̂ + 1

4Tr(∂M̂∂M̂−1)] . (4.34)

Toroidal reduction of this theory would correspond to the reduction Ansatz (in the case of a
circle)

d̂s
2

= e2αφds2 + e2βφ(dz + Aµdxµ)2 , M̂ = M , (4.35)

with the constantsα and β given in 4.6. However, this theory has a global symmetry5,
which acts asM → ΩMΩT with Ω ∈ G. Therefore it also allows for a twisted reduction,
parameterised by a mass matrixC of the Lie algebra ofG. The corresponding reduction
Ansatz reads

d̂s
2

= e2αφds2 + e2βφ(dz + Aµdxµ)2 , M̂ = U(z)MU(z)T , (4.36)

4Their motivation was the spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry.
5We restrict to symmetries of the action here. In the case of symmetries that scale the action, e.g. trombone

symmetries, there is a subtlety that is addressed in section 4.6.
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for an elementU(z) = exp(Cz) ∈ G. The resulting lower-dimensional Lagrangian is given
by

L =
√−g [R− 1

2 (∂φ)2 + 1
4Tr(DMDM−1)− 1

2 2!e
2(β−α)φF 2 − V ] , (4.37)

where we have defined

DM = dM + (CM + MCT )A , V = 1
2e2(α−β)φTr[C2 + CT M−1CM ] , (4.38)

whereDM andV are the scalar field strength and the scalar potential, respectively. These
contain the deformations in terms of the mass matrixC.

In the previous discussion we have found the fate of the symmetryG under twisted reduc-
tion. Only a one-dimensional subgroup (with generatorC) was preserved while the remaining
transformations were broken. When including gravity, it is interesting to consider the action
of the general coordinate transformations on the fields in the twisted reduction. Recall the
decomposition (4.14) of the higher-dimensional coordinate transformationsδxµ̂ = −ξ̂µ̂ into
lower-dimensional coordinate transformations, aU(1) gauge symmetry and a global symme-
try. The first of these transformations is unchanged, i.e. also the lower-dimensional theory
has diffeomorphism invariance. The latter two are modified due to the twist, however.

TheU(1) factor corresponds to the parameterξ̂z = λ(x). Note that the scalar reduction
Ansatz (4.36) is not invariant under this coordinate transformation:

M̂ = U(z)MU(z)T → M̂ = U(z − λ)MU(z − λ)T . (4.39)

UsingU(z) = exp(Cz) ∈ G, an internal coordinate transformation corresponds to the lower-
dimensional transformation

M → exp(−Cλ)Mexp(−CT λ) , Aµ → Aµ + ∂µλ . (4.40)

Indeed, the scalar field strength transforms covariantly under this local transformation. Thus
it turns out that the one-dimensional subgroup ofG generated byC is in fact gauged. This
means that the global parameter of this transformation is elevated to a local one. For this
reason we say that twisted reduction leads to a non-trivial gauging in the lower-dimensional
theory.

The remaining parameter of the higher-dimensional diffeomorphisms, the constantc in
the decomposition (4.14), acts as

M̂ = U(z)MU(z)T → M̂ = U(z − cz)MU(z − cz)T . (4.41)

However, unlike the localU(1) action (4.39), this can not be interpreted as a lower-dimensional
(i.e.z-independent) transformation onM . For this reason the extra scale symmetry is broken
by the mass parametersC. Another way to see this stems from the scale weight of the scalar
potential under the global symmetry with parameterc given in (4.14). It is easily seen that the
kinetic terms scale differently than the scalar potential, which therefore breaks this symmetry.
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In addition to the Ansätze for gravity and scalars presented in this section, one can con-
struct similar formulae for the twisted reduction of e.g. gauge potentials and fermions. The
guiding principle is the global symmetry: one modifies the toroidal Ansätze by inserting the
transformationU(z) in the appropriate places, while the consistency of such reductions is
guaranteed by the global symmetryG. We will perform twisted reductions of supergravities
in section 5.3.

Enhanced Gaugings

However, one feature of enlarged field contents is noteworthy. In special cases, the existence
of extra gauge potentials in twisted reduction gives rise to an enhancement of the gauging.
This means that, in addition to the gauging of the twisted symmetry, one finds other sym-
metries that have been elevated to local ones in the gauged theory. Clearly, for this to be
possible, one needs the global part of these symmetries to be present in the ungauged the-
ory. An additional requirement is the presence of the corresponding gauge vectors, which are
necessary to gauge the extra symmetries.

Rather than the most general possibility we will consider a specific example, which will
be important in section 5.3. In addition to gravity and the scalar cosetM̂mn of the previous
subsection, we include a gauge vectorV̂ . The twist symmetry that we employ scales this
gauge vector with a certain weightα, i.e. V̂ → ΩαV̂ with Ω ∈ R+. In addition, we have the
gauge transformationδV̂ = dλ̂.

As explained in the previous subsection, the transformation under the twist symmetry
determines the internal dependence of the reduction Ansatz, which therefore reads

V̂ = Uα(V + χ(dz + A)) , λ̂ = Uαλ (4.42)

whereV̂ splits up in a vectorV and an axionχ, while the vectorA comes from the metric. We
have also included the reduction Ansatz for the gauge parameterλ̂. The internal dependence
is inserted via theR+ group elementU = exp(mz).

Note that in the lower-dimensional theories there are two vectors: the Kaluza-Klein vector
A coming from the metric and the vectorV coming from the higher-dimensional vector. We
will call the gauge parametersλA andλV , respectively. Their action on the axionχ reads

δAχ = mλAχ , δV χ = mλV . (4.43)

Thus one mass parameter yields two independent local transformations: we find gauge sym-
metry enhancement. In fact, in this case the two gaugings are non-Abelian, since

[δA, δV ] = m2λAλV . (4.44)

These form the unique two-dimensional non-Abelian group, which we will denote byA(1).
Though a general proof on the appearance of enhanced gaugings is lacking, the above ex-

ample seems to be typical for this phenomenon. The generic rule, applicable throughout this
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thesis, is that any higher-dimensional gauge vector that transforms under the twist symmetry
will give rise to an extra gauging upon reduction. We will encounter different examples of
enhanced gaugings in section 5.3 and 5.4, including the two-dimensional groupA(1).

4.4 Reduction over a Group Manifold

In the previous section we have seen how twisted reduction employs the global symmetries
of the higher-dimensional theory. In this section we will focus on the global symmetries of
the internal space instead, leading to group manifolds as internal spaces. For this reason, the
corresponding reduction procedure is only possible for theories which include gravity.

Group Manifolds

A group manifoldG with coordinateszm consists of group elementsg = g(zm) ∈ G (omit-
ting group indices): points on the manifold correspond to elements of the group and the di-
mensionn of the manifold equals dim(G). Group multiplication, e.g.g → ΛLg or g → gΛR,
corresponds to a coordinate transformation. Both left and right multiplications correspond to
transitively acting coordinate transformations6 due to the group structure.

However, these coordinate transformations are not necessarily isometries of the metric.
To ensure that left multiplication gives rise to an isometry of the metric, we make the choice

ds2
G = gmnσmσn , Tmσm = g−1dg , (4.45)

with gmn arbitrary,Tm generators andg = g(zm) elements of the groupG. The combina-
tionsσm are called the Maurer-Cartan one-forms and can be written asσm = Um

ndzn with
Um

n = Um
n(zp). Since left multiplicationg → ΛLg leavesσm invariant it is an isometry

of the metric, which is therefore called the left-invariant metric. Note that the group mani-
fold with metric (4.45) is homogeneous7 for all values ofgmn due to the transitively acting
isometries of left multiplication. These isometries are generated by the Killing vectorsLn,
which by definition satisfy the Maurer-Cartan equations

[Lm, Ln] = fmn
pLp , (4.46)

where thefmn
p are given by

fmn
p = −2(U−1)r

m(U−1)s
n ∂[rU

p
s] . (4.47)

Due to Lie’s second theorem, these are always independent ofzm and indeed are the structure
constants of the groupG. Thus a group manifold with metric (4.45) hasn transitively acting

6Coordinate transformations are said to act transitively if they relate all points on the manifold.
7We call a manifold homogeneous if its metric allows for transitively acting isometries.
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isometries that span the groupG. Explicit examples of such Killing vectors are given in
section 5.4.

With the choice of metric (4.45), right multiplication does not give rise to an isometry for
generalgmn: the transformationg → gΛR is an isometry of the metric (4.45) if and only if
gmn is given by the Cartan-Killing metric of the groupG. Such a particular metric is referred
to as the bi-invariant metric since its isometry group isGL ×GR.

Gravity on a Group Manifold

To see how such group manifolds arise in reductions, we start out with the Ansatz for toroidal
reduction

d̂s
2

= e2αφds2 + e2βφMmn(dzm + Am
µ dxµ)(dzn + An

µdxµ) , (4.48)

with α andβ given in (4.13). As noted before, this reduction Ansatz transforms covariantly
under general coordinate transformations of the special form

ξ̂µ = ξµ(x) , ξ̂m = λm(x) + Λm
nzn . (4.49)

The latter term corresponds toGL(n,R) transformations on the internal coordinateszm.
These will reduce to global symmetries of the lower-dimensional theory.

As is the case of global symmetries of the higher-dimensional theories, these internal
transformations can also be used for a generalised reduction procedure [39]. In complete
analogy to the twisted reduction, one can take the toroidal reduction Ansatz and perform a
GL(n,R) transformation on the lower-dimensional fields, whose parameter we callU . If
this is a constant parameter, the lower-dimensional theory is clearly unchanged due to its
global symmetry. However, we allow for a certain internal coordinate dependence of the
transformation parameter:Um

n = Um
n(zp). Thus, for reduction of gravity, the Ansatz can

be obtained by applyingUm
n transformations on all fields in the toroidal Ansatz (4.48) and

reads

d̂s
2

= e2αφds2 + e2βφUm
pU

q
nMpq(dzm + (U−1)m

rA
r
µdxµ)(dzn + (U−1)n

sA
s
µdxµ) ,

= e2αφds2 + e2βφMmn(σm + Am
µ dxµ)(σn + An

µdxµ) , (4.50)

with σm = Um
ndzn. Thus the internal part of this metric, given by

ds2
G = e2βφMmnσmσn , (4.51)

corresponds to the left-invariant metric of a group manifold. Therefore this reduction proce-
dure corresponds to the reduction over a group manifoldG, where one uses the left-invariant
metric on the group manifold [39,122,123].

Upon reduction of the Einstein-Hilbert term, theGL(n,R) transformation will cancel in
many places, due to the fact that it is a global symmetry of the lower-dimensional theory.
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Only when the parametersUm
n run into internal derivatives, the cancellation of such terms

is no longer guaranteed. However, it turns out that the only combination ofUm
n’s that

survives upon reduction is exactly the combinationfmn
p of (4.47). Therefore, to obtain a

lower-dimensional theory withoutzm dependence, one has to require that the combinations
fmn

p arezm independent. As we have seen in the previous subsection, this is guaranteed if
one takes the internal dependence ofUm

n such that

TmUm
ndzn = g−1dg , (4.52)

for group elementsg = g(zm).
Explicitly, the lower-dimensional result of the reduction of the higher-dimensional action

with Einstein-Hilbert term is given by8

L =
√−g

[
R + 1

4Tr(DMDM−1)− 1
2 (∂φ)2 − 1

4e2(α−β)φFmMmnFn − V
]
, (4.53)

where the field strengths are given by

Fm = 2∂Am − fnp
mAnAp , DMmn = ∂Mmn + 2fq(m

pAqMn)p . (4.54)

In addition, one has a scalar potential

V = 1
4e2(β−α)φ [2Mnqfmn

pfpq
m +MmqMnrMpsfmn

pfqr
s] . (4.55)

Thus we find two differences when compared with toroidal reduction: the modification of
field strengths and the appearance of a scalar potential. These deformations of the massless
theory are linear and quadratic in the structure constants, respectively.

Gaugings from Group Manifolds

Again, it is natural to wonder about the lower-dimensional symmetries. The higher-dimensional
coordinate transformations that act covariantly on the reduction Ansatz are

ξ̂µ = ξµ(x) , ξ̂m = Um
nλn(x) , (4.56)

consisting of lower-dimensional coordinate transformations with parameterξµ(x) and gauge
transformations with parameterλn(x). The effect of the latter on the lower-dimensional fields
is given by

δAm
µ = ∂µλm + fnp

mλnAp
µ , δMmn = fmp

qλpMqn + fnp
qλpMmq , (4.57)

while the metric is invariant. These are non-Abelian gauge transformations with gauge vec-
torsAm

µ and structure constantsfmn
p.

8Here we restrict to unimodular groups, having structure constants with vanishing trace:fmn
n = 0. For non-

unimodular groups there is a number of complications which will be addressed in section 4.6.
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As in the twisted reduction, the global symmetry employed in the reduction is generi-
cally broken for the larger part. In the group manifold case, this symmetry isGL(n,R) and
comes from the internal coordinate transformations withξ̂m = Λm

nzn. In the gauged the-
ory, theGL(n,R) is in general no longer a symmetry since it does not preserve the structure
constants. The unbroken part is exactly given by the automorphism group of the structure
constants, i.e. the transformations satisfying

fmn
p = Λm

qΛn
r(Λ−1)s

pfqr
s . (4.58)

Of course it always includes the gauge group, which is embedded in the global symmetry
groupGL(n,R) via

Λn
m = eλkfkn

m

, (4.59)

whereλk are the local parameters of the gauge transformations. However, the full automor-
phism group can be bigger; for instance, its dimension isn2 in case offmn

p = 0. Of course
this amounts to the fact that the ungauged theory has aGL(n,R) symmetry. All other cases
have Dim(Aut)< n2 and thus break theGL(n,R) symmetry to some extent.

Thus reduction over a group manifold leads to a gauging, where the adjoint representation
of the gauge group is embedded in the fundamental representation of the global symmetry
group (4.59). Therefore, reduction over a torusTn leads to a theory without gauging, since
the adjoint ofU(1)n is trivial; we call this an ungauged theory. In contrast, gauge groups with
non-trivial adjoints lead to the gauging of a number of global symmetries; these are called
gauged theories.

Although we have only discussed gravity on a group manifold in this section, the same
reasoning can be applied to other fields, as was already done in [39]. The behaviour under the
internal transformations (4.49) determines the reduction Ansatz and guarantees consistency
of the reduction. In section 5.4 we will apply group manifold reductions toD = 11 maximal
supergravity.

Consistency of Reduction over Group Manifolds

The consistency of this procedures is guaranteed by group-theoretical arguments: there is
always an internal dependence such that only the structure constants appear in the lower-
dimensional theory. An equivalent statement is that the Kaluza-Klein tower of fields, stem-
ming from the expansion over the group manifold, is truncated to fields that are singlets under
GL. Since singlets can never generate non-singlets, this guarantees that the field equations for
the non-singlets are automatically satisfied. In other words, the consistency of this reduction
can be understood from the presence of the transitively acting isometries ofGL, over which
one can reduce.

The metric (4.50) includes deformations from the bi-invariant metric, which are parame-
terised by the lower-dimensional fields. Since the metric always retains a set of transitively
acting isometries, these are called homogeneous deformations and reduce the isometry group
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from GL × GR to GL × HR whereHR ⊂ GR. In the literature, such deformations are
referred to as squashings of the maximally symmetric metric [120].

Another result from group theory is that the matrixUm
n, parameterising the dependence

on the internal coordinates, can be taken independent of a set of coordinates that correspond to
commuting isometries. Clearly, an extreme case is the torus, having all isometries commuting
and indeed allowing for a constantUm

n. The opposite extreme has no two isometries that
commute, in which caseUm

n depends on all but one internal coordinates.

Twisted vs. Group Manifold Reductions

Having treated both twisted and group manifold reductions, we would like to comment on
some similarities and differences.

An important common feature of the two reduction schemes is the reliance on global
symmetries in the reduction Ansatz. The twisted reduction employs a global symmetry of
the higher-dimensional theory while group manifold reduction makes use of the global sym-
metries of the internal manifold. Due to these global symmetries, one can introduce a cer-
tain dependence on the internal coordinate viaU(zp), which will either cancel or appear
in the specific combinationsCm

n or fmn
p defined in (4.30) and (4.47). Thus, to interpret

the emerging equations as lower-dimensional, one has to require these combinations to be
z-independent. ForCm

n this implies that it is the Lie algebra element corresponding to the
twisted reduction while thefmn

p’s are interpreted as the structure constants of the isometry
group of the internal manifold.

This brings us to an equally important difference: due to the different dependences on
the internal coordinates, the resulting deformations will be different as well. In the twisted
case, the mass matrixCm

n induces a gauging which is always one-dimensional and therefore
Abelian (in the generic cases without enhanced gaugings). On the contrary, the structure
constantsfmn

p necessarily involve non-Abelian gaugings. Both gaugings induce a scalar
potential.

However, in certain cases there is a relation between the two reduction schemes. Consider
reduction over group manifolds withn− 1 commuting isometries: these can be split up in a
toroidal reduction overn− 1 dimensions followed by a twisted reduction over the remaining
dimension. In this scenario, the twist symmetry is a subgroup of theGL(n − 1,R) global
symmetry obtained from the toroidal reduction of gravity. Thus, a twisted reduction with a
symmetry that has a higher-dimensional origin can also be interpreted as a group manifold
reduction. Indeed, in such cases one must encounter the phenomenon of gauging enhance-
ment, as discussed in section 4.3: the twisted reduction must lead to a non-Abelian gauging.
In this example, the extra gauge vectors, transforming under the twist symmetry, are provided
by the reduction of gravity over theTn−1. Explicit cases will be discussed in sections 5.3
and 5.4.
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4.5 Reduction over a Coset Manifold

We turn to the most complicated reduction procedure that we will discuss, reduction over
a coset manifold. Unlike the preceding reductions, its consistency is not secured by group-
theoretical arguments and has been proven only in very special cases.

Coset Manifolds

A coset manifold is defined as follows. Consider a group manifoldG with group elements
g ∈ G. A subgroup ofG, denoted byH, can be used to construct a coset manifold by
identifying group elements that are related by a right-acting transformation of an element of
H:

g ∼= gh , ∀g ∈ G , ∀h ∈ H ⊂ G . (4.60)

The corresponding coset manifold is denoted byG/H. Its dimensionn is equal to dim[G]−
dim[H].

Remember that a group manifold has coordinate transformations corresponding to left-
and right-acting group multiplication. Indeed, the bi-invariant metric has isometry group
GL × GR. For coset manifolds, only the left-acting group multiplication corresponds to
coordinate transformations, while right-acting multiplication takes one outside of the coset
manifold:

g → gΛR � ghΛR ← gh , (4.61)

sinceΛ−1
R hΛR is not an element ofH in general. Therefore, the most symmetric metric

on a coset manifoldG/H will have isometry groupG (omitting the subscript) rather than
GL × GR. This metric is usually called the round metric. The subgroupH is known as the
isotropy group.

An important example of a coset manifold is the sphereSn, which has isometry group
G = SO(n + 1) and isotropy groupH = SO(n). Indeed, for every point on the sphere,
one can performSO(n) rotations that leave this point invariant. This corresponds to the
identification (4.60).

Coset Reductions

The maximal isometry group of a coset manifoldG/H is G. However, for generic metrics,
the coset manifold has no isometries at all. Therefore, the deformations from the maximally
symmetric metric are called inhomogeneous: they break all isometries and thus also homo-
geneïty. The lower-dimensional fields parameterise these deformations and fall in multiplets
of the maximal isometry groupG. In particular, one expects massless gauge vectors corre-
sponding toG.
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The lack of isometries is an important issue in reductions over coset manifolds. Due to
this feature, reduction over a coset is a highly non-trivial procedure whose consistency is not
guaranteed by group-theoretical arguments. Only in very special cases the consistency has
been proven, though not at all understood. Most of these cases are concerned with spheres
Sn, resulting in masslessSO(n+1) gauge vectors upon reduction. A necessary requirement
for this to be possible is the presence of1

2n(n + 1) gauge vectors in the lower dimensions.
In addition, which is the condition we will focus on, the ungauged theory must have a global
symmetry that containsSO(n + 1). This rules out coset reductions of pure gravity: we have
seen in section 4.2 that reduction of gravity overTn leads to anSL(n,R) global symmetry
group, which does not containSO(n + 1) and therefore does not allow for such a gauge
group.

Extending gravity with gauge fields and scalars, the situation looks more promising. We
already encountered examples of such global symmetry enhancement in section 4.2. Indeed,
as we will discuss, these all allow for coset reductions. We will consider gravity, a dilatonφ
and ann-form field strengthG(n) = dC(n−1) whose coupling to the dilaton is parameterised
by the constanta. Its Lagrangian reads

L =
√−g[R− 1

2 (∂φ)2 − 1
2eaφG(n) ·G(n)] , (4.62)

which is identical to the system giving rise to the brane solutions of section 3.4 withn =
d + 1. Note that the dilaton decouples fora = 0 and can be consistently truncated away.
Due to Hodge duality, the field strengthsG(n) andG(D−n) are equivalent and therefore we
restrict ton ≤ 1

2D. It turns out [124] that reduction of this system overTn gives rise to an
SL(n + 1,R) global symmetry (rather than just theSL(n,R) that follows from gravity) if
the dilaton coupling is given by

a2 =
8− 2(n− 3)(D − n− 3)

D − 2
, (4.63)

corresponding to the value∆ = 4. This is only a necessary and (in general) not a sufficient
condition. The following cases do allow for coset reductions:

• n = 1: This is clearly not the most interesting of all cases since the manifoldS1 ∼
SO(2)/SO(1) is not a coset sinceSO(1) is trivial. A related point is that the neces-
sarySL(2,R) symmetry is already present in the higher-dimensional system (4.62).
Therefore, in the discussion of coset reductions, we will not consider this case.

• n = 2: In this case the system (4.62) can be exactly obtained from the reduction
of pure gravity over a circle (4.4). This higher-dimensional origin clearly explains
the appearance of theSL(3,R) symmetry rather thanSL(2,R), as noted in section
4.2. The consistent reduction of this system overS2 has been proven in [124]. An
equivalent way to view this coset reduction of the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton system is
to perform anSO(3) group manifold reduction on the higher-dimensional gravity [34].
We will encounter an example of this in section 5.4.
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• n = 3: This is exactly the effective action of the bosonic string inD dimensions,
encountered in section 2.1 (after field redefinitions). Indeed, the reduction of this ef-
fective action on ann-torus gives a global symmetry groupSO(n, n), as discussed in
section 4.2. The casen = 3 then corresponds toSO(3, 3) ∼ SL(4,R), which allows
for a gauging ofSO(4). The consistency of the correspondingS3 coset reduction was
proven in [124].

• n = 4: Reality ofa impliesD ≤ 11. Let us first considerD = 11, in which casea
vanishes. It has been proven that the reduction of the system (4.62) is inconsistent: one
needs an extra interaction term, which is called a Chern-Simons term and which is ex-
actly present in (the bosonic sector of) 11D supergravity, see (3.6). The corresponding
reduction Ansätze onS4 [125, 126] andS7 [127] have been proven to be consistent.
Indeed, maximal supergravity inD = 7 andD = 4 include global symmetry groups
SL(5,R) andSL(8,R). Other cases withD < 11 anda 6= 0 correspond to toroidal
reduction of 11D supergravity toD dimensions, followed by the coset reductions.

• n = 5: Reality of a implies D ≤ 10. Again, in the limiting caseD = 10 one
finds a vanishing dilaton couplinga. Reduction of the system (4.62) is not consistent,
however: one needs to impose a self-duality constraint on the five-form field strength.
The corresponding reduction Ansatz has been constructed in [128]. Note that one
again encounters a (bosonic subsector of) supergravity, in this case IIB supergravity9.
Indeed, 5D maximal supergravity includes a global symmetry groupSL(6,R). Lower-
dimensional cases witha 6= 0 are obtainable by toroidal reduction of the prime example
in D = 10.

This concludes all possible sphere reductions. Cases withn > 5 and reala are all related to
any of the above cases by Hodge duality.

Of these coset reductions, the first case withn = 2 is readily understood from its higher-
dimensional origin. Indeed, one can always split up a reduction over the groupG into a
reduction over the subgroupH ⊂ G followed by a coset reductionG/H [129]. Clearly, the
consistency of such a coset reduction is implied by its higher-dimensional origin. The above
example corresponds toG = SO(3) andH = SO(2).

The next case, which hasn = 3, allows for a reduction over the coset manifoldS3 =
SO(4)/SO(3), leading to anSO(4) gauge group, of which three corresponding vectors
are provided by the metric while the remaining three are provided by the three-form field
strength. This can be contrasted to the reduction of the same theory over the group mani-
fold SO(3). As discussed in section 4.4, this gives rise to the gauge groupSO(3) of which
the vectors are provided by the metric only. The peculiar feature in this case is that the
group and coset manifolds coincide for the maximally symmetric case, having isometries
SO(4) ∼ SO(3)×SO(3). The two reduction schemes differ in the deformations that are in-
cluded in the reduction Ansätze. In the group manifold these only parameterise homogeneous

9However, the consistency of theS5 reduction of the full IIB supergravity has not been proven so far.
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deformations, keeping a transitively actingSO(3) group of isometries. In contrast, the coset
manifold reduction includes also inhomogeneous deformations, breaking all isometries.

Another noteworthy feature of the bosonic string effective action is the global symmetry
groupSO(n, n) that appears upon reduction over ann-torus. This has led to the conjecture
[130] that it allows for a consistent truncation over the coset manifold(G×G)/G, whereG
has dimensionn and is a compact subgroup ofSO(n). Though not proven in generality, such
a truncation is believed to be consistent, of which the above casen = 3 (whose consistency
has been proven [124]) provides an example.

It is remarkable that for the remaining casesn = 4 andn = 5, purely bosonic consid-
erations lead to subsectors of the highest-dimensional supergravities, while consistency of
the reduction requires exactly the interactions provided by supergravity. These spherical re-
ductions have been employed to generate lower-dimensional gauged supergravities. We will
discuss these in more detail in section 5.5.

Method Requirement Manifold Gauging Min. Max.

Toroidal − U(1)n − U(1)n U(1)n

Twisted Global symmetry U(1) U(1) U(1) U(1)

Group manifold Gravity G GR GL GL ×GR

Coset manifold Gravity and flux G/H G − G

Table 4.1: The different reduction schemes with the requirements, the internal manifolds and
the resulting gaugings of the lower-dimensional theories. We also give the minimum and
maximum possible isometry groups of the internal manifold. Adapted from [129].

In addition to the aforementioned spherical reductions, one can also consider reductions
over hyperboloid spaces defined by a hypersurface

n∑

i=1

qiµi
2 = 1 , (4.64)

with parametersqi = ±1. The case with allqi = +1 is the only compact manifold, corre-
sponding to the sphere, while the other cases are non-compact. Despite its non-compactness,
one can still perform consistent reductions over such spaces, giving rise to non-compact
SO(p, q) gaugings withp + q = n. The consistency of reductions over such hyperboloids
can be deduced from analytical continuation of the corresponding spherical reduction [131].
We will encounter examples of such hyperboloids in section 5.5.
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4.6 Lagrangian vs. Field Equations

In the preceding sections on toroidal, twisted and group manifold reductions, we have of-
ten substituted the reduction Ansatz in the Lagrangian to obtain the lower-dimensional La-
grangian. However, the reduction Ansatz comprises a truncation to the lightest modes, and
the consistency of truncations is determined by the field equations. In general, there is no
reason to assume that substitution in the Lagrangian yields the same result as substitution
in the field equations, as illustrated in figure 4.1. In this section we will first discuss an ex-
plicit example in which this issue arises and then discuss general conditions in which the two
schemes yield the same result, i.e. in which the operations in figure 4.1 do commute.

FIELD EQS

ACTION

action
field eqs

Figure 4.1: Reductions of the action or the field equations do not necessarily yield equiva-
lent lower-dimensional field equations, i.e. the operations of minimalisation (denoted by the
solid arrows) and reduction (denoted by the dashed arrows) of the action do not necessarily
commute.

Toy Example

As a toy model in 10D, we start with the truncation of IIA and IIB supergravity to the metric
and the dilaton. The Lagrangian reads

L̂ =
√
−ĝ[R̂− 1

2 (∂φ̂)2] , (4.65)

while the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are given by

[ĝµ̂ν̂ ] : R̂µ̂ν̂ − 1
2 R̂ĝµ̂ν̂ − 1

2∂µ̂φ̂∂ν̂ φ̂ + 1
4 (∂φ̂)2ĝµ̂ν̂ = 0 ,

[φ̂] : ¤φ̂ = 0 . (4.66)

This system has two global symmetries, as discussed in section 3.2: one can either scale the
metric or one can shift the dilaton, parameterised bymg andmφ, respectively:

ĝµ̂ν̂ → e2mg ĝµ̂ν̂ , φ̂ → φ̂ + mφ . (4.67)

The shift of the dilaton is a symmetry of the Lagrangian. The trombone symmetry, scaling
the metric, is a symmetry of the field equations only; it scales the Lagrangian. This will prove
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an important difference when performing twisted reductions. We will show that one has to
reduce field equations, rather than the Lagrangian, when performing reductions with twist
symmetries of the field equations only.

Using an arbitrary linear combination of the two global symmetries we make the follow-
ing Ansatz for twisted reduction overz to nine dimensions:

ĝµ̂ν̂ = e2mgz

(
e
√

7ϕ/14gµν 0
0 e−

√
7ϕ/2

)
, φ̂ = φ + mφz , (4.68)

where we have omitted the Kaluza-Klein vectorAµ for simplicity. Using this Ansatz the 10D
field equations yield the following 9D equations:

[ĝµν ] : Rµν − 1
2Rgµν − 1

2∂µφ∂νφ + 1
4 (∂φ)2gµν − 1

2∂µϕ∂νϕ + 1
4 (∂ϕ)2gµν+

+ e4ϕ/
√

7( 1
4mφ

2 + 28mg
2)gµν = 0 ,

[φ̂] : ¤φ + 8mgmφe4ϕ/
√

7 = 0 ,

[ĝzz] : ¤ϕ− 2√
7
mφ

2e4ϕ/
√

7 = 0 . (4.69)

Note that the field equations of the metric and both scalars get bilinear massive deformations.
In addition one has the reduction of theĝzµ field equation

[ĝzµ] : 2
√

7mg∂µϕ + 1
2mφ∂µφ = 0 , (4.70)

which is the equation of motion for the Kaluza-Klein vectorAµ.
We would like to discuss whether the field equations can be reproduced by a Lagrangian.

We will not consider the field equation for the vector (4.70) since it is not important for our
argument, and restrict to (4.69). If one performs the twisted reduction on the 10D Lagrangian,
instead of on the field equations, the result readsL̂ = e8mgzL with the 9D Lagrangian given
by

L =
√−g[R− 1

2 (∂φ)2 − 1
2 (∂ϕ)2 − V (φ, ϕ)] with V (φ, ϕ) = e4ϕ/7( 1

2mφ
2 + 72mg

2) .
(4.71)

The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations read

[gµν ] : Rµν − 1
2Rgµν − 1

2∂µφ∂νφ + 1
4 (∂φ)2gµν − 1

2∂µϕ∂νϕ + 1
4 (∂ϕ)2gµν+

+ e4ϕ/
√

7( 1
4mφ

2 + 36mg
2)gµν = 0 ,

[φ] : ¤φ = 0 ,

[ϕ] : ¤ϕ− 4√
7
e4ϕ/

√
7( 1

2mφ
2 + 72mg

2) = 0 . (4.72)

These Euler-Lagrange equations only coincide with the reduction of the 10D Euler-Lagrange
equations (4.69) providedmg = 0. Thus the twisted reduction of the Lagrangian does not
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give the correct answer if the Lagrangian scales: the Euler-Lagrange equations (4.72) are not
equal to the field equations (4.69) formg 6= 0. In fact, the situation is worse [132, 133]: for
mg 6= 0 there is no LagrangianL with potentialV (φ, ϕ) whose Euler-Lagrange equations
are the correct field equations (4.69). The metric field equation would require

V (φ, ϕ) = e4ϕ/
√

7( 1
2mφ

2 + 56mg
2) , (4.73)

but this is inconsistent with theφ andϕ field equations formg 6= 0.
Thus we conclude that twisted reduction of the Lagrangian is only legitimate when the

exploited symmetry leaves the Lagrangian invariant rather than covariant. For symmetries
that scale the Lagrangian one has to reduce the field equations. Including the full field content,
such as the Kaluza-Klein vectorAµ, does not change this conclusion.

However, it is possible that certain truncations do lead to the possibility of an action. In
our toy model, an example hereof is provided by the identification

2
√

7mgϕ = − 1
2mφφ . (4.74)

It can be seen that this truncation is fully consistent with the field equations (4.69) and (4.70).
The resulting field equations can be derived from the Lagrangian

L =
√−g[R− 1

2c2(∂ϕ)2 − 1
2c2mφ

2e4ϕ/7] , (4.75)

with c2 = 1 + 112mg
2/mφ

2. However, note that this is not the same result as the insertion
of this truncation in the reduced Lagrangian (4.71).

General Requirements

In the above example we have found that in the case of twisted reduction with a trombone
symmetry, one should reduce the field equations and not the action. The lower-dimensional
field equations do not even allow for a corresponding Lagrangian, i.e. the field equations
can not be interpreted as Euler-Lagrange equations stemming from the minimalisation of an
action. The general rule for twisted reduction seems to be that the Lagrangian should be
invariant under the twist symmetry to allow for a lower-dimensional Lagrangian. Reduction
of the Lagrangian and the field equations are equivalent in such cases. An example is provided
by the twisted reduction with the global symmetry of a scalar coset, as considered in section
4.3. Though we know of no general proof of this statement, it is generally believed to be
consistent and no counterexamples are known.

As for group manifold reductions, one finds a rather similar condition. It turns out
[134, 135] that only group manifolds with traceless structure constants, i.e.fmn

n = 0, al-
low for reduction of the Lagrangian10. Indeed, such manifolds employ a symmetry (stem-
ming from the higher-dimensional diffeomorphisms) that leaves the higher-dimensional La-
grangian invariant. In terms ofUm

n, this corresponds to theSL(n,R) subgroup of the full

10Note that this also proves the correctness of the reduction of the Lagrangian for toroidal reduction, having
fmn

p = 0.
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GL(n,R). Reduction over such group manifolds give rise to gauge groups whose adjoint is
embedded in theSL(n,R) global symmetry group.

In contrast, group manifolds with traceful structure constants allow for reduction of the
field equations. Indeed, these employ a symmetry that scales the higher-dimensional La-
grangian. Such symmetries are only embeddable inGL(n,R) and not inSL(n,R). The
corresponding group manifold reduction gauges a subgroup of theGL(n,R) global symme-
try group of the theory, of which onlySL(n,R) is a symmetry of the Lagrangian. Examples
of such reduction spaces are hyperbolic group manifolds, which we will encounter in sections
5.3 and 5.4.

This distinction between traceless and traceful structure constants, corresponding to uni-
modular and non-unimodular groups respectively, has been the cause of some confusion in
the literature on group manifold reduction. It has been claimed [39, 135] that it is inconsis-
tent to reduce over group manifolds withfmn

n 6= 0. Another point of view, however, puts
emphasis on the consistency of reduction of the field equations [129,136,137], where lower-
dimensional theories are consistent if every solution uplifts to a higher-dimensional solution
as well. In this thesis, we will adhere to the latter, yielding lower-dimensional theories with-
out actions that uplift consistently to the higher dimension. The same distinction directly
carries over to twisted reductions with symmetries of the Lagrangian and the field equations,
respectively.

Indeed, the same situation is encountered in coset reductions, in which one reduces field
equations rather than Lagrangians as well. However, in contrast to the twisted reduction with
a trombone symmetry or over a non-unimodular group manifold, the lower-dimensional field
equations can be obtained from an action. This action can not be derived by substitution
the reduction Ansatz in the higher-dimensional action, though. This is very much like the
truncation (4.74) in our toy model, leading to field equations that allow for an action but that
do not follow from the reduced action. We will encounter such situations after reduction over
non-unimodular group manifolds in section 5.4.
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